Tulip Time Necklace

designed by Molly Schaller for Halcraft USA
featuring Bead Gallery® beads
available exclusively at Michaels Stores
Materials:
8”
Bead Gallery® green jasper stone chips
6
Bead Gallery® large wooden rondelles
10
Bead Gallery® round wooden mix (8 small, 2 medium)
8”
Bead Gallery® orange glass mix (cream E beads)
5
Bead Gallery® large orange ceramic rounds
2
Bead Gallery® red dyed quartzite rounds
1
Bead Gallery® orange swirl Czech glass lentil
36
Bead Gallery® 6mm round orange dyed jade
2
Bead Gallery® 3mm gold rounds
22
Bead Gallery® 6mm gold bumpy spacers
2
Beadalon® #3 gold crimp tubes
66” Beadalon® .018” 49-strand flexible beading wire
1
Beadalon® gold ball pin
2
Bead Landing® gold 8mm jump rings
1
Bead Landing® gold extender chain with attached clasp & jump rings
Tools:

Beadalon® chain-nose pliers (2)
Beadalon® round-nose pliers
Beadalon® crimping pliers
Beadalon® wire nippers
Bead Bugs (6)
Tip: Using the Bead Bugs allows you to keep the beads in place while
working multiple strands of beads.
Time to create: 2-3 hours
Instructions:
1. Cut the beading wire into 3 22-inch pieces.
2. Place all three pieces of beading wire into a Bead Bug.
3. String the central part of the necklace holding all three strands of
beads as one so that they’re at the center of the flexible
beading wire strands. String a gold rondelle spacer after each of
the beads listed here.
a. String 1 medium wooden round, 1 red dyed quartzite
round, and one wooden rondelle.
b. String one large ceramic round and a wooden rondelle.
Repeat four more times.
c. String 1 red dyed quartzite round, and 1 medium wooden
round. Place a Bead Bug at the end of the strands to hold
these beads in place as you work the sides of the
necklace.
4. Separate the wires that emerge from the medium wooden
round.
5. String 2” of cream E beads, a small wooden round, and 2” of
cream E beads. Place a Bead Bug on the strand.
6. On the second wire, string 2” of green jasper stone chips, pass
through the small wooden round you strund in step 5, and 2” of
jasper stone chips. Place a Bead Bug on the strand.
7. On the third wire, string 3 6mm orange jade rounds, a gold
spacer, string 3 6mm orange jade rounds, a gold spacer, string 3
6mm orange jade rounds, and the small wooden round from
step 5. Repeat, placing a Bead Bug on the strand.
8. Holding all three flexible beading wires as one, string 3 small
wooden rounds, 1 gold spacer, 1 gold round and a #3 crimp
tube.
9. Pass the wires through a jump ring and back through the crimp
tube. Ensure that you have the wire in place so that you can
repeat these steps on the other side of the necklace. Crimp the
tube and trim excess wire.

10. Repeat steps 4-9 on the other side of the necklace.
11. Slide 1 orange swirl lentil onto the ball pin.
12. Make a wrapped loop, connecting the loop to the extender
chain before wrapping the loop.
13. Use the jump rings that are on the extender chain to attach the
clasp to one side of the necklace and the extender chain to the
other side of the necklace. Trim the extender chain to the length
of your choice.

